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With so many checks to choose from, which ones are right for you and your organization?
Uptime.com has not only outlined an Overview of Checks, but each check’s support documentation
includes use cases.

How to Combine HTTP & API Monitoring
Looking for advanced monitoring tips and information about staging and testing?
Your Uptime.com account provides a variety of checks you can combine for a powerful solution to all
your web infrastructure monitoring needs.
Check out the article below for useful examples that will help you get the most out of both HTTP/S and
API checks.
HTTP and API Monitoring Combos

Jira Service Desk Incidents
Have you integrated Uptime.com with Jira Service
Desk? Don’t forget to enable “Incidents” so you
receive full alert data within Jira Service Desk when
downtime occurs.
Check our support article for more information on
enabling incidents.

How do I Know Uptime.com is Working?
Pop quiz, hotshot: How do you know Uptime.com is working?
There are a few methods you can use to check what’s going on with the probe servers you’re using
that can confirm Uptime.com functionality. Check out the link above for more

Real Time Analysis Provides Critical Data Instantly
Uptime.com reports your site is down, but your
testing confirms it is not.
What can you do? How do you know what
happened?
Uptime.com includes a variety of methods you
can use to confirm the status of an alert and learn
more about why it failed. Beginning with real-time
analysis, these steps will help you troubleshoot an
alert to get to the bottom of what really happened.
Real-Time Analysis to Identify Root Causes

Pausing a Check
Checks can be in one of four states, including paused or under maintenance.
Here’s how to pause your checks. Did you know you can pause checks in bulk?

Is Your RUM Data Reporting Properly?
Don’t forget to place the RUM HTML snippet in its
proper home before the closing Body attribute.
Once you have Created a RUM Check,
Uptime.com will provide an HTML snippet needed
to collect RUM data. Remember, the RUM check
only monitors pages that include this HTML
snippet.

We love feedback!
Have a suggestion for features that need updating or bugs that need fixing? Give us a shout at
support@uptime.com.

Uptime.com rated #1
best overall web monitoring service

What Customers Say About Uptime.com
“Setting up our Domains was really easy and a
new feature we requested immediately went on
the roadmap.”
Daniel S. @ Solid IT GmbH

Lastly, subscribe to our Status Page to stay updated on maintenance and changes

Cheers,
The Uptime.com Team
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